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Pre-calibrated Visuo-Haptic Co-location Improves Execution in Virtual Environments

Justine Saint-Aubert, Loïc P. Heurley, Nicolas Morgado, Stéphane Régnier and Sinan Haliyo

Abstract—A common approach to visuo-haptic human-machine interfaces adopts a simpler design by shifting grounded force feedback away from the virtual scene. The alternative design favors intuitiveness by displaying visual and grounded force feedback at the same location (i.e., visuo-haptic co-location) but requires a sensibly more complex implementation and a tedious kinematic conception. The benefits of one approach over the other had not been fully investigated. Notably, (i) while users seem to better operate under co-located condition, it’s not always the case. (ii) In the case of a desktop interface, the cost of a complex implementation to achieve co-location is challenging. We aim here to resolve (i) by conducting a user-centered experiment in which participants performed two generic tasks in co-located and delocated configurations, and comparing their performances. Additionally, we intend to fill the gap (ii) by testing a design without continuous head tracking, i.e. with static co-location. Participants’ performances are assessed in terms of execution time, accuracy and force variation, while their subjective experiences are collected via a survey. Findings indicate that co-located configurations lead to shorter execution times, more accurate motions, better management of forces and are largely preferred by users, even when the co-location is pre-calibrated statically.

Index Terms—Visual and Haptic Co-location; Virtual Reality; User Experiment; Cable Device.

1 INTRODUCTION

VISUO-HAPTIC CO-LOCATION refers to spatial congruence between visual and haptic signals and is inherent to interactions with objects in everyday life. However, it is much more difficult to achieve in virtual reality (VR), where distinct devices convey visual and haptic feedback separately. This study focuses on desktop use-case with an interface composed of a monitor coupled with a grounded force feedback device. Head mounted display [1] are not considered here because they are more dedicated to short simulations or may be too immersive. Target applications are dedicated to a single user performing long and fine operations, such as robotic teleoperation, remote surgery, or computer aided design. An intuitive human-machine interaction is then a considerable benefit. When users perform a manual task in such setup, they are shown an avatar (virtual replica) representing their actions, while feeling the force feedback in their hand through the handle of a mechanical motion input device. The common straightforward approach avoids superimposing spatially the avatar and the handle. This visuo-haptic delocation results in a simpler implementation in contrast with visuo-haptic co-location which supposedly brings a more intuitive interaction but requires a more complex design. The main difficulty is that the display has to deliver visual feedback at the same apparent location at which the haptic device delivers force feedback. In particular, it is required to continuously track user’s head or eyes such that the avatar is superimposed with the end-effector of the haptic device.

Questions for human-machine interface designers then pertain to knowing first, in what extent the co-location helps users to operate and second, if a trade off can be found by implementing co-location without head tracking. Our purpose was to provide answers through a user-centered behavioral experiment.

1.1 Integration issues

How the nervous system combines signals from various sensory modalities to reach a unified percept is one of the main questions in cognitive psychology and neurosciences. Several theories explain this multimodal perceptual integration [2]. A popular one suggests a weak fusion, where inputs are individual boxes estimated separately [3] then combined linearly, each weighted according to its reliability [4], [5] [6]. The sensory binding depends on the temporal, structural, and, more importantly, spatial congruence between the various sensory signals [7]. Visual and haptic signals provided at different locations result in integration breakdown [8]. Evidence that signals refer to a single object can help to establish a correlation, for instance if stimuli are linked by a kinematic relation [9]. However, the implication of haptic stimuli is lowered in delocated configurations [10]. It could then be argued that executions may be impaired, especially that involved in actions requiring fine grained processing of force feedback.

Several studies have used prismatic distortions inducing either a slight or a massive delocation of visual signals compared to haptic signals. Accumulated results support the idea that discrepancies alter perception and action, and induce more or less important sensorimotor adaptations [11], [12], [13], [14]. Even if such adaptations allow to reach good
motor performances, training sessions of varying duration are necessary depending on the magnitude of adaptations. Moreover, one has to plan and control his actions in order to act. When we want to reach an object with the hand, it has to be located relative to the location of the body. There are 3 possible reference frames: objects are located either relative to the hand, the eye, or the entire body. Recent data suggests that visual location and haptic location do not necessarily rely on the same reference frame [15]. Thus, providing delocated visuo-haptic signals could induce a competition between various reference frames during hand-object interactions. Together, these data support the idea that actions could depend on the spatial integration of visuo-haptic signals and that delocating them could induce a decrease of performances during executions, an increase in sensorimotor adaptation phases and/or difficulties in locating objects in space.

In order to act, an additional critical aspect is the need for users to have a feeling of effector ownership. Such a feeling occurs naturally in everyday life, and various studies using the rubber-hand-illusion have shown that integration of visuo-haptic signals is involved. Indeed, when visual and haptic feedback is temporally synchronized, participants can feel a rubber hand as if it were their own hand [16], [17]. It is noteworthy that the visual signal (of the rubber hand) and the haptic one (of the actual hand) are slightly delocated (the rubber hand is placed near the actual hand, which itself is hidden). Even if such data support that some brain mechanisms can overcome a slight delocation of visuo-haptic signals, only a portion of participants report the rubber-hand-illusion while some never experience it. Furthermore, when the illusion occurs, it is not immediate, with visuo-haptic signals having to be temporally synchronized during several minutes (around 5 minutes). Also, the actual hand has to remain static. When participants move it, the illusion vanishes. And finally, even if the illusion occurs, it does not seem strong enough to influence actions performed with the actual hand [18]. These data support that delocation of visuo-haptic signals could deeply diminish the feeling of ownership. Such a disturbance can decrease the sense of agency (i.e. the feeling of controlling our actions; e.g. [19]).

All in all, these converging lines of research support the idea that visuo-haptic delocation could affect users’ execution.

1.2 Impact on Execution

1.2.1 Previous findings

Past studies tend to show that co-located configurations lead to better performance in terms of time, accuracy and efforts necessary to achieve a task. An immediate benefit is shorter execution times in co-located configurations when compared with delocated ones, in the case of a task in which participants had to align a virtual cube with other intangible cubes. With [20] or without haptic feedback [21] (i.e. hand was displayed at the same location than the virtual environment but did not get any force feedback), participants were faster in the co-located configuration. A speed gain in co-located configurations was also found during a pointing task [22] as well as during needle insertion into surgical body phantoms [23]. However, both these tasks were performed on real objects which provide much more cues than current haptic devices [24], so care must be taken when interpreting these results. Shorter execution times in co-located configurations were also observed during a surgical task where participants had to cut a virtual gut without touching its surrounding wall [25].

A second improvement seems to be greater accuracy in the co-located configuration. In the gut cutting task, this was indirectly demonstrated by the higher number of walls touched in the delocated configuration. More direct proofs were obtained from a 3D Fitts tapping experiment [26] where a significant decrease in end point error was obtained in the co-located configuration. A similar result was found in a task in which participants had to juggle a ball with racket in a virtual environment [20]. A perfect positioning between the ball and the racket was required to successfully accomplish the task.

A third possible enhancement concerns a better management of forces, i.e. better motor-control. In a task where participants explored the softness of an object [27], authors concluded that in co-located configurations, the same perception can be achieved with less energy consumption than in delocated configurations.

1.2.2 Limitations

Although several studies argue for an enhancement of participants’ performances during executions in co-located configurations, the issue is not thoroughly settled. Results are disparate across studies. While sometimes a greater accuracy is observed in one task, it is not the case in another one. Some studies did not even conform to these results at all. For instance, in an user experiment where participants had to use a stylus haptic device to navigate between cubes placed in a 3D maze game [20], no significant difference could be found between co-located and delocated configurations. The same conclusion was obtained during a 3D Fitts pointing exercise [28]. In some others studies performances in delocated configurations was even found to be better than in co-located configurations: In an experiment where participants were requested to point to the corner of a cube using a haptic device, accuracy was found to be better in delocated configurations [29]. However, when the exact same group of participants had to follow a spiral with the same set up, they were more accurate in co-located configurations. The nature of the task therefore seems to influence results. Unfortunately, all tasks tested in the literature are very loosely pertain to real executions in virtual environments, or lack external relevance as they are too specific.

1.3 Implementation Trade-Off

Co-location of visual and haptic feedbacks is matter of discussion because it complexifies the implementation. Indeed, the avatar in the virtual environment and the handle have to continuously occupy the same location from the user’s point of view. It requires tracking his eyes or head in respect to the screen. It raises a first difficulty since the robustness of the tracking is often an issue. Once the different poses are inferred, they are used to find the correct location and orientation of a virtual camera in the VR environment. Consecutive frame changes are necessary in order to get
the correct perspective, which sum the relative error in each step. Consequently, the implementation of co-located feedback is more arduous than for delocated configuration for which none of these operations are critical. In the case of a “desktop” interfaces which refer to a small working space, the head tracking may be less critical. In such devices, users’ motions are quite limited and it seems that co-location can be achieved with an initial calibration and without continuous tracking. This idea is supported by results in a reaching task for targets where no differences in terms of performances were raised with and without head tracking after a pre-calibration [30]. All prior experiments presented required real-time tracking or HMD technologies that directly include trackers. The issue remains unanswered in case of desktop interface. We would like to explore here if a simpler implementation, with solely pre-calibrated co-location, is sufficient. In the affirmative, this could be an interesting trade-off for designers.

1.4 Aims of the Study and Methodology

This study investigates the effects of the relative location of visual and haptic feedbacks on user’s manual execution on generic tasks and explores if a pre-calibrated static co-location is sufficient to improve performances. For this purpose, two tasks are devised: a manipulation task consisting of moving an object along a line and an exploration task consisting of haptically circumventing a fixed obstacle. A total of 36 participants performed these tasks with a dedicated human-machine interface in a static (i.e without head tracking) co-located configuration (noted [C]) and two delocated configurations (noted [V'] and [H']). In the [V'], the visual feedback is shifted compared to the [C], while in the [H'] the haptic feedback is shifted compared to the [C]. Testing both [V'] and [H'] allows accounting for the posture difference between configurations and to differentiate the effects of co-location and the user posture. Position, time and force variability are recorded in all three configurations in order to evaluate performances. Furthermore, user’s subjective experiences are collected with a post-study questionnaire.

2 METHODS

2.1 System Design

2.1.1 Visual Display

The visual display is a computer monitor. Head-mounted displays (HMD) are not considered here for the desktop use-case. Hand access to the displayed scene and objects can be provided by using a 3D perspective, via stereoscopic cues. This requires the virtual scene to appear solely in front of the display as the hand can not go through the monitor and results in a very limited volume. The surface of the screen, also called the null parallax is a physical boundary and only the negative parallax volume is accessible. Screen/mirror apparatus [24], [31] are the only technologies providing hand access to both positive and negative parallax spaces. The users see the screen reflected on a one-way mirror and put their hands below. They then can see their own hands inside the virtual environment reflected on the mirror as depicted in Fig. 1. Note that if a HMD was used, a complex virtual representation of the hand would have been necessary.

2.1.2 Co-Located Cable Interface

Current haptic technologies are not designed and are ill-adapted to achieve the co-located configuration [C]. The shared location with the virtual scene implies a non invasive device, yet most existing solutions are made of grounded rigid links. An interesting alternative consists in switching from rigid links to cables [32]. Such devices have already been implemented for the purpose of co-location with a large screen [33] but not for screen/mirror display. We have designed such a co-located desktop interface shown on Fig. 2, explained in detail in [34]. A screen (1) is tilted by $\frac{\pi}{2}$ rad around the $x_c$ axis from the vertical plane and placed above a one-way mirror (2). The haptic device is composed of five direct drive actuators (3) connected to a 5cm diameter spherical handle (4) via Spectra cables (5) through a system of pulleys (6). The actuators are arranged in an inverted pyramid with the base located 10 cm below the mirror in order to generate forces isotropically up to 5N applied to the handle within a cubic workspace about (37x25x20)cm$^3$. The visual feedbacks are co-located by super-imposing the reflection of the screen with a cable device.
Virtual items are displayed in the virtual scene using the open-source simulation software Blender\(^1\), in which the avatar is a faithful white copy of the real 5 cm diameter handle. The user’s hand is not reproduced since it is visible across the mirror. When an interaction occurs, forces are generated by the haptic device in impedance mode. The spatial location is known via the length of wires and sent to the physics engine to control the avatar. God-object method performs the impedance/admittance conversion \([35]\) to satisfy physical constraints and the coupling. When forces \(F\) are detected by the physics engine in the software, each cable is loaded so as to build the equivalent mechanical action via the pseudo-inverse method specific to redundant mechanisms \([36]\). In no-contact situations, cables are simply taut and compensate each other’s action. The bandwidth is limited by the frame rate of the physics engine, including the communication with the haptic device, to around 500 Hz for both tasks tested in the experiment. Since the bandwidth of human sensing is about 300 Hz \([37]\), the response time is adapted.

The monitor is capable of active 3D stereo with shutter-glass goggles. A pilot experiment tested the display with or without 3D and the choice is made to use only perspective cues. Users reported visual fatigue probably because the display did not succeed to keep up with the accommodation process of human eyes \([38]\). The conflict between accommodation and convergence on users’ comfort has been established previously \([39], [40]\).

Users operate the interface holding the handle of the device which they can freely move in the workspace while visualizing the avatar in the virtual scene and feeling the force feedback when in contact with other virtual objects.

### 2.1.3 Pre-calibrated Static Co-Location

For the purposes of the study, a static calibration, without head tracking, is employed. Fixed frame changes corresponding to the screen tilt and mirror image are implemented. Visual scaling and perspective between virtual and real items is guaranteed by setting the focal length and pose of the virtual scene as equal to those of the human eye. Finally the pose is simply adjusted to the users’ height at the beginning of each session.

### 2.1.4 The Delocated Configuration [V’]

The same interface is used to set up delocated configurations in order to avoid bias that could be introduced by eventual mechanical differences. In the [V’] configuration, the visual feedback is delocated while keeping the haptic feedback (i.e the cable device) in the same location as in the [C] configuration (Fig. 3). The virtual scene is shown in front of the participants with the screen simply set upwards, barring the mirror. The frame change is adapted in order to limit the shift between handle and avatar to a fixed translation of \(O_cO_v=[0,0.2,0.4]m\). The haptic sensation remains the same than in the [C] configuration.

### 2.1.5 The Delocated Configuration [H’]

The [H’] configuration is set up by shifting the haptic feedback while keeping the visual feedback at the same location as in the [C] configuration (Fig. 4). The comparison between [V’] and [H’] allows to evaluate the impact of user posture on execution and to differentiate it from the effect of the delocation. To set up [H’], the screen and mirror are shifted to the left side of the device. The participants are placed in front of the screen in the same way as in the [C] configuration and use the handle now located on their right side. For technical reasons the surface of the mirror is totally reflective, masking every object located below. As the participants’ hands are outside of this zone the transparency is not an issue. The frame change is adapted to limit the shift between handle and avatar to a fixed translation of \(O_cO_h=[-0.2,0.5,0.2]m\) along \([x_c,y_c,z_c]\). The haptic sensation remains the same than in the [C] configuration.

### 2.2 Methodology

#### 2.2.1 Participants

A random sample of 36 naive volunteers (half of them male) from the Institut des Systèmes Intelligents et de Robotique, Sorbonne Université, takes part in the experiment. The mean age is 25.4 years (\(\bar{\text{age}} = 3.8\) years). They are selected

---

1. https://www.blender.org/
because they do not report any visual impairment (including color blindness), physical issues and are not regular consumers of psychoactive substances which could affect performance [41]. Only right-handed subjects according to Coren’s handedness test [42] are recruited in order to perform the task in the [H’] configuration without bias.

2.2.2 Overview of Trials
Participants perform two tasks. In the manipulation task they guide a sphere from one point to another following a line. In the exploration task they probe and avoid an obstacle. The virtual environment reproduces Newtonian physics without gravity and some amount of damping is applied to avoid excessive speeds and motions.

At the beginning of each trial, the experimenter explains the overall procedure based on a pre-established script. She also informs participants that they can rest for as long as necessary between each trial. Next, participants perform one or two practice trials to ensure that they understand the procedure, after which pink noise is played to them and they perform the complete task.

2.2.3 Manipulation Task
At the beginning of a trial, a ghost grey line (0.25-m-long) with green and red extremities appears in the center of the screen (Fig. 5 (a)). Participants grasp the handle of the haptic device to control the avatar. They are requested to touch the green extremity, causing a tangible purple sphere to appear at a distant location (Fig. 5 (b)). They are asked to bring back the purple sphere in contact with the green extremity of the grey line by pushing it solely with the handle avatar. The line turns green to confirm contact (Fig. 5 (c)). They then push the purple object along the line (Fig. 5 (d)) to the red extremity (Fig. 5 (e)) where it should stay in contact for at least 2 seconds, to avoid ballistic strategies. After this, another trial starts (Fig. 5 (f)).

They perform a total of 20 trials with some variations. First of all, the orientation of the line changes from 0 to $2\pi$ in the null parallax plane. Furthermore, different initial locations of the purple sphere are displayed, and its weight changes between 0.25 kg, 0.5 kg and 1 kg. The other features of the object (color, size, texture, friction=0.5) remain constant. The objectives of these variations is mainly to prevent participants from losing focus and to perform on-line adaptation. The order of variations is randomly predefined so that the same variations always appear in the same order between configurations and participants.

Other features are added in the virtual scene. Intangible but visible walls are shown around the scene to prevent participants from losing the purple sphere from view. A 0.15m-long box is thus constructed. If the purple sphere touches the boundaries the trial is considered a failure and the next trial automatically begins. Moreover, participants from a pilot study showed difficulties in moving the purple sphere efficiently, probably because of the lack of a stereoscopic-3D display. To help them, the purple sphere has the same dimensions as the handle of the haptic device and the background turns from black to dark red when the purple sphere moves off the line.

2. A third task in which they have to resist a perturbation was additionally conducted but not included in this study.

2.2.4 Exploration Task
At the beginning of a trial, a ghost grey line (0.25m-long) with green and red extremities appears in the center of the screen (Fig. 6 (a)). Participants first touch the green extremity with the avatar which coupled to the handle of the haptic device. The line turns green in order to confirm contact (Fig. 6 (b)). They are then requested to travel along the line towards the red extremity (Fig. 6 (c)) until they experience a contact indicating the presence of an invisible curved obstacle. They are asked to circumvent it by keeping contact (Fig. 6 (d)). These instructions make participants to explore the object quite naturally while their movements are sufficiently constrained to allow subsequent analyses. Once participants finish probing the obstacle, they proceed as before until they reach the red extremity (Fig. 6 (e)). After three seconds, another trial starts.

Participants perform a total of 30 trials with some variations. Again, the orientation of the line changes from 0 to $2\pi$ in the null parallax plane. Furthermore, the location of the curved object as well as its shape vary along the line. The shape is created from one or several smooth spheres partially merged together. Thus, the distance traveled remains the same regardless of the direction of exploration chosen to circumvent the object. These variations are randomly predefined so that the same variations always appear in the same order between configurations and participants.

In the same way as in the manipulation task, participants are helped (except during contact with the object) by the background turning from black to dark red when the handle moves off the line.

2.2.5 Sequence of Configurations
Each participant complete the exploration task and then the manipulation task, respectively in all three configurations. A fully counterbalanced design is used to control potential effects of the session order, resulting in six groups in which participants are randomly assigned:

- Group 1 : [C] - [V’] - [H’]  
- Group 2 : [C] - [H’] - [V’]  
- Group 3 : [H’] - [V’] - [C]  
- Group 4 : [H’] - [C] - [V’]  
- Group 5 : [V’] - [H’] - [C]  
- Group 6 : [V’] - [C] - [H’]

One session is about 45 minutes, subjects are then tested on different days in order to reduce fatigue and increase focus.
2.2.6 Collected Data

Information about time, position and force is recorded. The time is inferred using an Intel Core i5-6600 cpu clock at 3.30 GHz but is limited to 2 ms precision by the physics engine frequency. The position is tracked via the cable system. With the hardware used, the system could theoretically achieve a precision below 1mm. However, an experimental set up is rarely perfect, so the position detection was pre-tested with an Atracsys camera system commonly used for surgical applications. This system uses infrared signals and passive markers to detect the actual handle position with submillimetric accuracy at over 300 Hz. The locations detected with this system are compared to those recorded via the acquisition of cable lengths and a maximum absolute error of 5 mm at a distance up to 15 cm from the center of the device (i.e. the area of interest) was found.

Finally, contact forces are inferred in the physics engine with a god-object approach, with a spring-damper model. Since they relate to location of the proxy and the handle in the virtual world, the accuracy of the measurement depends on the cumulative error between the instant of contact and the penetration in the virtual world and is therefore complicated to estimate.

In the manipulation task, the time taken by participants to bring the purple sphere to its home position/the beginning to the end of the line is collected and defined as “Travel time”. The recorded position is that of the purple sphere and defined as “Travel distance”. The force corresponding to the contact force between the avatar and the purple sphere and is used to determine “Contact force variability”. Finally, the percentage of wall hits is calculated and labeled “Failed trials”. This last measurement influence all the other data since failed trials are left out in the estimation of the mean. In the exploration task, the time taken by participants to bring the handle from the green to the red extremity is recorded and once again defined as “Travel Time”. The position information of the handle during this lapse of time is used to define a “Distance to line” measurement. It corresponds to the error surface between the line and the handle, computed as the sum of distances between 1000 points regularly spaced on the line and their corresponding nearest points of the handle center position. It is only recorded in the case where no contact with the probed object exists. Otherwise, when the handle touches the object, its position is used to determine the surface explored. It is then subtracted from the existing surface to obtain the “Exploration error” and is either negative when participants miss some surfaces or positive when deviations occur. Finally, the force is recorded and corresponds to the contact between the avatar and the invisible object. It is used to compute “Contact force variability”.

2.2.7 Surveys

Participants’ impressions are collected with a questionnaire. Points of particular interest concern the evaluation of their own performances, their difficulties during both tasks, their fatigue and relative preferences about the configurations. They fill out a questionnaire at the end of each of the three sessions relating to each individual configuration as well as a questionnaire at the end of the study which aim to compare all configurations. Subjects participate on three different days. Each one is dedicated to the test of one configuration and between 3 and 5 days elapse between the first and the last configuration. We deem this duration short enough to get reliable comparison. In any case, users’ subjective judgment reported during the last session will be correlated with users’ subjective judgment reported at the end of each session.

Participants answer questions on a visual analog scale (track bar) ranging from 0 to 100 and whose extremities are associated with verbal labels. They enter their observations by adjusting a cursor on the line using the computer mouse with a step precision of 1 (this information is not displayed to participants). The default location of the cursor is the middle of the line. Their answers are recorded only if participants click on the corresponding location so as to avoid missing answers. In the comparison questionnaire, three analog scales are presented for each question, one for each configuration. These three scales are all independent and displayed one above the other so as to simplify comparisons. The experimenter explain how to fill out these questionnaires before leaving the room.

The participants are asked several questions. Since some of them are intended to investigate similar concepts, we decide to gather questions are:

- **Self-assessed efficiency during manipulation/line exploration/shape exploration**: The higher this combined score, the more participants felt efficient in performing the task.
- **Workload**: The higher this combined score, the more participants felt overloaded.
- **Intuitiveness**: The higher this score, the more participants felt that a given configuration is intuitive.
- **Spatial Spotting**: The higher this score, the more participants felt that they could spot their spatial location in a given configuration.
- **Preference**: The higher this score, the more participants preferred a given configuration.

3. Atracsys System fusionTrack 500. https://www.atracsys-measurement.com/wp-content/documents/FTrk500-datasheet.pdf

4. More details on the “Distance to line” and “Exploration error” data can be found in Annex
3 Results

3.1 Results

Results are shown as the means from every trial for all participants and for each configuration. Fig. 7 depicts results for the manipulation and Fig. 8 for the exploration. Results from the surveys are presented in Fig. 9.

3.1.1 Orthogonal Contrast Analyses

The travel time, travel distance, mean force and force variability for each task (manipulation and exploration) are the dependent variables for the analysis of performances. For the analysis of the survey, the dependent variables are the self-assessed efficiency in manipulation, self-assessed efficiency in line exploration, self-assessed efficiency in shape exploration, workload, intuitiveness, spatial spotting and preference scores. In both analyses, the relative location of the visual and haptic feedback is the within-subject independent variable with three levels ([C], [V'] and [H']). Since the independent variable has more than two levels, conducting an omnibus repeated measure ANOVA to test its main effect would lead to a vague test of the hypotheses [43].

We therefore conduct separate analyses on each dependent variable for each task by testing two orthogonal contrasts. First, the delocated haptic [H'] configuration (coded as -1) is compared with the delocated vision [V'] configuration (coded as +1) without considering the co-located configuration [C] (coded as 0). Second, these two delocated configurations are grouped (both coded as -1) and compared to the co-located configuration (coded as +2). The results of the null hypothesis significance tests conducted with a significance threshold at 0.05 are provided for each analysis (i.e. test statistics and p-value) along with an unstandardized effect size estimate (i.e. mean difference) with its 95% confidence interval for between-participant spread.

For all the analyses, we checked whether our data were reasonably compatible with the normality and homoscedasticity assumptions of the generalized linear model5 by using quantile-quantile plots and residual-against-prediction plots (e.g. [45], [46]). Moderate violations of assumptions were observed for some analyses. However, we did not use data transformations to correct them because we judged that the analytic benefits did not compensate for interpretative costs.

For all the analyses, we also checked the presence of out-

Fig. 9: Data collected in the survey. Each graph presents the corrected mean of participant’s mean values for all 20 trials respectively for the [C], [V'] and [H'] configurations. Error bars illustrate the 95% confidence interval for between-participant spread.

Fig. 8: Data collected in the exploration experiment. Each graph presents the corrected mean of participant’s mean values for all 20 trials respectively for the [C], [V'] and [H'] configurations. Error bars illustrate the 95% confidence interval for between-participant spread.

Fig. 7: Data collected during the manipulation task. Each graph presents the corrected mean of participant’s mean values for all 20 trials respectively for the [C], [V'] and [H'] configurations. Error bars illustrate the 95% confidence interval for between-participant spread.
For more technical details, see [49]. In the analyses, the default multivariate Cauchy prior recommended by [48].

As frequentist analyses have received a lot of criticism (e.g. [47]), the analyses are complemented with Bayes Factors (BF) which indicate the relative evidence for one hypothesis against another. We computed these with JASP 6 using the default multivariate Cauchy prior recommended by [48]. For more technical details, see [49]. In the analyses, the BF10 7 is interpreted as the strength of evidence supporting the existence of an effect (H1) relative to the strength of evidence supporting the non-existence of that effect (H0).

The classification proposed by [48] is used to qualify this strength of evidence as null (BF = 1), anecdotal (BF = [1, 3]), moderate (BF = [3, 10]), strong (BF = [10, 30]), very strong (BF = [30, 100]), and extremely strong (BF > 100).

The complete statistical analysis is provided in Table 3.

### 3.2 Co-Located [C] versus Delocated [H',V']

#### 3.2.1 Manipulation Task

For the manipulation task, speed, accuracy and contact stability are found to be higher in co-located configurations. Indeed, we observe lower execution times. If we consider the mean total time necessary to perform the complete task to be about 6 min 50 s, a gain of 1 min and 12 s is obtained in the co-located configuration. In the same vein, the “Distance to Line” data show that accuracy is higher in the co-located configuration than in delocated ones, a result which is confirmed by the “Self-assessed efficiency manipulation” data from the survey. These findings support an enhancement of performances in term of speed and accuracy in the co-located configuration.

An increase of force variability “Contact force variability” is also observed in the delocated configurations. The co-located configuration somehow leads to more stable operation. This observation correlates with the higher percentage of “Failed Trials” in delocated configurations when compared to the co-located configuration.

#### 3.2.2 Exploration Task

Again, speed and accuracy are found to be better in co-located configurations. An increase in execution time is observed in delocated configurations when compared to the co-located configuration. If we consider the mean total time necessary to perform the complete task to be about 4 min 14 s, a gain of 46 s is noticed in the co-located configuration. Moreover, the accuracy is higher in the co-located configuration during the no-contact phase where participants had to follow the ghost line. This result is confirmed by the “Distance to line” quantitative data and

---

7. BF01 expresses the strength of evidence supporting the non-existence of an effect (H0) relative to the strength of evidence supporting the existence of that effect (H1).
the “Spatial spotting” as well as “Self-assessed efficiency line exploration” data from the survey. Nevertheless, these results do not hold during the contact phase. The “Contact force variability” and “Exploration error” data are not significantly different.

3.2.3 General Comparison
In both tasks, participants exhibit a lack of confidence in delocated configurations which is reflected by the “Self-assessed efficiency manipulation”, “Self-assessed efficiency line exploration” and “Self-assessed efficiency shape exploration” data. It’s also the case even when the task is well executed, based on the “Exploration error” data. In general, participants prefer the co-located configuration over delocated configurations because they feel less overloaded and find the interface more intuitive, as depicted by the “Preference”, “Workload” and “Intuitiveness” data.

3.3 Delocated [V'] versus Delocated [H']
3.3.1 Manipulation and Exploration Task
No significant differences in terms of time or accuracy error are observed in the manipulation task. The only significant finding concerned the “Contact Force Variability”, which is higher in the [H'] configuration and correlated with more “Failed Trials”. This is confirmed by the “Self-efficacy data” from the survey. No significant differences are observed between delocated configuration during the exploration task.

3.3.2 General Comparison
The data relative to the general comparison between configurations do not show any significant difference. We had doubts about the fatigue caused by the [H'] configuration when compared to the [V'] configuration. Indeed, the distance between the elbow and the trunk in the former was larger than in the latter, so maintaining posture in the former was more tiring. However, no significant differences are found in terms of “Workload”, leading us to conclude that participants were not biased by fatigue during operations.

4 DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Better Performances
The role of visio-haptic location on users’ performances during a manipulation task is investigated. Past studies on the issue showed that operations were sometimes performed faster, sometimes more accurately in co-located configurations. The present study informs that time and accuracy are both better managed during the same application. Additional result indicate a difference in contact stability, while previously only a change in the maximum forces was exhibited during a softness exploration tasks [27]. The stability issue here highlights a permanent effect that disturb operation all over the simulation. The difference between co-located and delocated configurations can seem quite low since of a total of 20 simulations, the mean increase of 4.66 % represents about 1 failed simulation, but we believe that this number is mainly low because of the dynamics implemented in the virtual environment. The inertia and dumping of the purple sphere are set in order to allow its movement while giving participants some leeway before failing. Lower values for these parameters could lead to a higher number of fails. In summary, those findings strengthen that the co-location of visual and haptic feedback helps users to manipulate.

4.2 Task Dependency
The role of visio-haptic location on users’ performances during an exploration task is also investigated. The operation mainly concerns the contact phase, however no difference are found between co-located and delocated configurations. The effect of the delocation then depends on the task performed. This evidence is consistent with the deviation of results between previous studies exhibited in the introduction section. Indeed, some did not conclude on an enhancement of performances in co-located configuration. The present study profits that the same participants used the same devices to perform the manipulation and the exploration task in the experiment. Hence, a reliable comparison can be performed.

A first factor that can explained the variation of performances between the tasks is the type of feedback. In the exploration task, the only visual cue that is available is the handle/avatar location, as the object is invisible. And since it doesn’t concern direct information about the object but information derived from the force feedback, we can assume that haptics are somehow dominant in the process. If the visual cues are reduced, small conflicts should occur between visual and haptic cues regardless of the configuration. This is the case here. Unlike this phase, the no-contact phase of the exploration task and the manipulation task both involved visual and haptic feedback, that can lead to differences between configurations. A similar comment applies to a previous study that explored performances in a 3D Fitts task [28]. No haptic feedback was provided and no difference were found between co-located and delocated configurations. However, in the same experiment with haptic feedback [26], difference were identified.

Another factor that may influence results is the level of complexity. In the manipulation task, participants are required to handle the avatar and a dynamic object in the scene, while object to probe in the exploration task is static. Previous studies that involved complex operations (e.g needle insertion [23], surgery [23] or juggle [20]) found differences between co-located and delocated configurations. A last, but not least, possible factor concerns the dimension of the space. The manipulation task is performed in 3D space while the exploration one is mainly executed in a plan. In past studies, no enhancement of performances was raised in co-located configuration during a pointing task [29]. However, the same participants followed a 3D spiral in co-located configuration with higher accuracy. Additionally, enhancement of performances was exhibited when an entire cube has to be aligned [20], [21], a task that required to handle correctly the position of each face in the 3D space.

4.3 Confidence Issue and Cognitive Load
A lower confidence coming from participants in delocated configuration is detected in the exploration task. A lower score for the [V'-H'] contrast than for the [C] in terms of
**TABLE 2:** Statistical analyses of the $\mu_{[H', V']-[C]}$ contrast and $\mu_{[H']-[V']}^*$ contrast for the manipulation task, the exploration task and the survey. Mean values are provided for each data. The "*" symbols stand for a negative value. For instance, in the experiment task, the mean travel time in the $[H']$ configuration is 0.66 s less than in $[V']$ configuration. The second last column shows the frequentist analyses, N.S stands for "not significant" and S for "significant". Finally, the last column corresponds to the bayesian analyses and shows the correlated classifications.

"Self-assessed efficiency" appears in the survey. Although their performances were similar in all 3 configurations, most participants indicated that they thought to have done better in the co-located case.

Our assumption is that this self-assessed efficiency score is correlated to subjective rating of mental effort, indicating a lower cognitive load [50], [51]. The task hence appears easier to the user because less demanding.

### 4.4 Delocated $[V']$ Versus Delocated $[H']$

The direct comparison between $[V']$ and $[H']$ brings supplemental information. No differences in terms of time or accuracy are found. However, a difference in terms of contact stability and failed trials is apparent. These findings are first relevant in order to judge the effect of the co-location of feedback. Indeed, they show that a part of the difference in term of stability and failed trials found in the $[H', V']-[C]$ contrast could be attributed to the change of posture. The other part is due to the delocation itself. Additionally, the differences between delocated configurations are particularly interesting when co-location is not an option, for instance when visual and haptic have different working spaces. User’s velocity, accuracy and management of forces are then affected by the fact that feedbacks are not given to the user because less demanding.

### 4.5 "Simple" Co-Location

All these conclusions are established with a pre-calibrated simple co-location, i.e. without head tracking. This introduces a small error in superimposition of the handle and its virtual avatar when the user moves his head during the simulation. The improvement in execution in the co-located configuration, supported by two statistical analyses...
strengthen our conviction that the trade-off to drop the continuous head tracking is relevant. The approach would lend itself well for use in any desktop interfaces that do not directly dispose of head tracker or for which the precision of co-location is not critical.

4.6 Stereoscopic Cues

One downside of our methodology is the absence of visual stereoscopic cues. Pilot experiments showed that users preferred to avoid 3D glasses. This shortcoming is probably stems form the light polarization introduced by the reflection resulting in a disagreeable experience. However, stereoscopic cues were absent in each configuration. This absence equally affects both colocated and delocated configurations in our design, hence comparative results remain valid. With stereoscopic cues, the reliability of the visual signal would have been higher in all cases, but how this impact is cognitively integrated remains to explore.

5 Conclusion and perspectives

The spatial congruence between visual and haptic feedbacks has been investigated in the case of a desktop display coupled with a grounded haptic device. In tested task users’ execution is faster, more accurate and they better manage their motor-control in a co-located configuration. The also have a higher opinion of their performances indicating a lesser cognitive load. These findings are observed with a static pre-calibration. These argue that a simple co-location improves users’ performances, without technical complexity of head tracking. Moreover, these indicate that an acceptable discrepancy range exists in the handle-avatar superposition. This range and its influence on users’ performances can be explored further.
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